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MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED CORROSION
IN SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION
Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) is a “high profile” industry concern affecting sprinkler
systems both in the U.S. and globally. There are two basic concerns with MIC affecting sprinkler
systems:
1. MIC can result in premature (and unplanned) system leakage costing a significant amount of
non-budgeted time and money to address as well as business interruption when leaks occur.
There have been cases where leaks have developed in under two years of service and, cost
millions of dollars from lost production or water damage.
2. Interior biological pipe growth associated with MIC can create a serious system impairment
hidden from regular visual inspections and testing but rendering a system ineffective in a fire.
Since microbial corrosion occurs on pipe interiors, there is no sign of system degradation
from exterior visual inspections until a first leak occurs (at which point significant damage has
likely already occurred). A system that visually appears “clean” on the exterior and is tested
per NFPA 25 requirements may still have rapidly developing obstructive corrosion occurring
on its interior.
Once problems with fire sprinkler systems are detected, the next steps can be difficult for various
reasons:
1. Conclusively determining MIC as a cause of system damage involves several variances.
2. The costs associated with detection and treatment can be very expensive and timeconsuming.
3. There are numerous treatment options available- some not being time-proven.
4. Many offering professional treatment advice are not qualified and/or are misinformed on
treatment options.
5. Unlike most fire protection systems issues, finding the best treatment approach when MIC is
involved is not simply or easily determined. Even after over 20 years of addressing this issue,
the fire protection community does not have a universally proven “best practice” for analysis
and mitigation. In fact, in many cases there is still conflicting advice with excessive associated
costs when issues arise.
What is MIC? MIC is a form of corrosion like common rusting. Simply put, rust, or the common
compound iron oxide (Fe2O3) is the result of electrons in the iron material such as pipe combining
with oxygen in the water or moist environment of a dry pipe system through a natural electrochemical
process. Any time iron steel, including typical metallic sprinkler pipe and fire pump water tanks, is
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combined with oxygen and water (or moisture), rusting will occur. This will eventually disintegrate the
steel entirely. However, under normal circumstances, this is a slow process. A thin uniform oxide
layer (i.e. rust) typically forms across the entire metallic surface and self-limits the electrochemical
process. Therefore, pipe, even rusty pipe, may still last and perform properly for over 50 years. With
MIC, as the name implies, the typical corrosion process is influenced (i.e. accelerated) by water
microbiology (i.e. water-borne bacteria). In cases where sprinkler water contains certain “MIC”
bacteria, the typical benign slow “rusting process” is accelerated to cause the serious issues
previously noted. Thus, by definition MIC is:
An electrochemical corrosion process within a fire sprinkler system which is concentrated and
accelerated by the activity of specific bacteria and results in premature system failure manifested
in the form of component destruction (leaks) and/or interior biological growth which can negatively
affect system performance.
When MIC is present, typical uniform corrosion associated with rust is concentrated to specific interior
pipe surface areas where tubercles or biofilm colonies form and result in exterior pinhole leaks. In
addition, the interior colony formations drastically change a pipe surface smoothness or “C factor”
which can affect water flow and fire control.

RESEARCH
Numerous task groups have been assembled in which industry cases studies were completed. AXA
XL Risk Consulting has representation in most of these. The first full industry-specific study was
completed in 1998 by the National Fire Sprinkler Association (NFSA) 1. In this study, a questionnaire
was distributed to all NFSA members through their trade magazine, Sprinkler Technotes. Results
indicated cases may be occurring nationwide. Cases were reported in California, New Mexico,
Nevada, Texas, Michigan, New Jersey, Florida, Indiana, Illinois, Washington, and New York. Certain
regions of Canada including Nova Scotia and Montreal also reported potential MIC related system
leaks. This was a relatively small-scale survey and the cases that were reported were not verified for
accuracy. Cases also were never followed-up for confirmation that the actual cause of these systems
failures was MIC. FM Global later examined approximately 155 cases reportedly involving failed
sprinkler system components between 1994- 2000 and determined “evidence of MIC” in
approximately 40% of these cases. AXA XL Risk Consulting has also had multiple confirmed
customer cases throughout the U.S. and in several countries including Mexico and Germany.

POSITION
While opinions on best treatment approaches still differ throughout the industry, there are several
general precautions that appear to be universally effective when properly completed on both new
system installations and those that are pre-existing and suspected of being infected.

New Sprinkler Systems
For new sprinkler system installations located in areas suspected of having microbial corrosion,
incorporate the following into initial system design and certification:
•

Design sprinkler systems such that branch line drops, saddles, sprigs, and arm-overs to feed
and cross mains are connected off top pipe planes to minimize minimize biofilm, sludge, and
sediment from gravitating “down” into sprinkler line drops creating an increased potential for
orifice plugging.

•

Design sprinkler systems with proper pipe pitching to avoid air pockets, which can accelerate
MIC as well as create oxygen cell corrosion.

•

Avoid using thin and light wall pipe. Use only schedule 30 and 40 pipe. While thicker pipe will
not eliminate the problem, it will theoretically provide more time before MIC leakage occurs.
This is because more wall thickness provides more resistance to penetration.
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•

Disinfect system water supplies through chemical injection at the base of each riser for
municipal fed systems and/or at fire pump suction sources with an “approved” microbial
chemical injection system and chemical.

•

Design sprinkler systems with chemical injection systems and install the injection system
concurrently with the sprinkler system to insure readiness at the same time the sprinkler
system is completed. This will help avoid the risk that an initial system charging (or hydrostatic
test) is done with untreated (microbial infected) water.

•

Design fire alarm systems anticipating the need for extra contact points at each riser for
monitoring injection system liquid levels, on/off positions, and other system specific trouble or
tamper signals.

•

Upon sprinkler system completion, properly flush all piping per NFPA 13 requirements to
remove slag, shavings, and cutting oil residue with bacterial “clean” water and chlorine or a
similarly effective liquid sterilizing chemical.

•

After initial flushing, and within one month of initial filling, conduct MIC water testing on each
system. Water samples should be taken from system riser main drains and at a system remote
connection point. Similar testing should also be completed at the all fire pump reservoirs and
tanks if applicable. Positive results will require repeating the sterilization process.

Existing Sprinkler Systems
In existing sprinkler systems where MIC is suspected or detected, complete the following:
•

Visually inspect the interiors of each system per NFPA 25 requirements. If significant interior
growth is detected, a complete system boroscopic inspection should be completed to fully
determine affected pipe sections.

•

All affected pipe sections should be replaced with new pipe.

•

Following pipe replacement, the entire system should be flushed with a chlorine or similar
approved biocide chemical.

•

An approved chemical injection system should be installed or, a program of regular
inspections should be implemented.

•

Complete water supply microbial analysis on each system should be conducted semiannually
on each system. Water samples should be taken from system riser main drains and at a
system remote connection point. Similar testing should also be completed at the all fire pump
reservoirs and tanks if applicable. Positive results will require repeating the sterilization
process.

•

Quarterly visual system inspections of pipe fittings, joints and sprinkler head orifice seats for
possible early signs of leakage should be implemented.

•

Each time a system is drained for repair, an internal visual pipe inspection should be
completed to detect signs of tubercle growth or unusual (uneven) wall surface corrosion. Pipe
inspection dates should be logged and tracked for future reference.

•

Test the complete underground water main loop at a minimum of every 3 years.

Water Sample Test Kits
Water sample testing can be completed using one of several relatively inexpensive on-site “self test”
kits currently available. However, such kits require very specific sampling and incubation practices or
false results can easily occur. These should be avoided in favor of slightly more expensive laboratory
sample kits. With these, water samples taken on-site are sent to labs for analysis. There are multiple
laboratories throughout the US. Capable of giving conclusive evidence of MIC activity using visual
inspections coupled with water or pipe analysis. Test kits typically will come with all materials needed,
instructions, and prepaid return envelopes. When such test kits are utilized, several added precautions
should be implemented as follows.
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•

Instructions say test kits must be returned within 72 hours but a more immediate return is
better. Since samples come with a prepaid “Second Day” UPS form, on the day of testing take
samples in the morning and send out immediately.

•

Since return is critical, conduct tests on a Monday or Tuesday and mail immediately to insure
samples are received before Friday (and not delayed/held at a shipping depot over a
weekend).

•

As incubation is critical, keep samples at room temperature (i.e. not freezing or overly hot)
before shipment.

•

When taking water samples, do not let water that touches hands splash into sample bottles
(i.e. keep samples as pure as possible as this could give a false-positive on the results).

•

Before filling sample bottles, let was flow from source a minimum 30 seconds (instructions will
typically say only 5 seconds is required).
Also, when lab results are returned, these must be carefully reviewed. This is especially true the
laboratory utilized also sells treatment systems or chemicals. These results are only a partial indicator
potential further action is needed. Tests can only be used to help rule out or in corrosion issues as a
potential cause of system issues. Many systems have high colony counts in several “bacteria
categories” with no actual pipe damage or obstructions and, visa versa has been seen. Water quality
and sources, quality of installation, pipe temperature and environment, and, type of pipe are all
considerations. Visual pipe inspections are also a critical part of this analysis. A basic table from the
sample lab test result is seen in Table 1 and 2. Incubation bacterial counts and table color-coding
related to Table 1 is seen in Table 2, which was extracted from an actual lab report.
TABLE 1
Compilation of Testing Results Completed Returned from Lab
Test Site

Date Rec’d
at Lab

Type of
Sample

APB
Results

SRB
Results

IRB
Results

Slime
Results

HAB
Results

Pump House 1, Riser – Control
Main drain – System 4
Riser – System 2
Riser – System 3
City hydrant
Water gauge suction side pump
Riser 33, inspectors test connection
Rider main drain
Riser 6, inspectors test connection
Riser 12, inspectors test connection
BFA off 10” city main
Riser 4 – Aux. drain
Riser 18 – Column K20
City drain
Riser 6

3/29/12
3/29/12
3/29/12
3/29/12
4/19/12
4/4/12
4/4/12
4/4/12
4/4/12
4/4/12
4/9/12
4/9/12
4/17/12
4/9/12
4/9/12

Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Water
Pipe
Water
Water

Trace
150
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
1500
Trace
Trace
Trace
500
Trace
1500

Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace

1E+05
9000
2300
Trace
Trace
500
2300
25
500
2300
Trace
2300
Trace
2300
2300

Trace
Trace
500
Trace
Trace
Trace
Trace
500
12500
Trace
Trace
Trace
12500
500
Trace

Trace
Trace
7000
Trace
Trace
Trace
7000
50000
50000
Trace
Trace
50000
7000
50000
500000

TABLE 2
Bacteria Type and Range
Type of Bacteria
Acid Producing Bacteria (APB)
Sulfate Reducing Bacteria (SRB)
Iron Related Bacteria (IRB)
Slime Forming Bacteria (SLYM)
Heterotrophic Bacteria (HAB)

Low Range
<150
<200
<25
<500
<7000

Medium Range
150 – 1500
200 – 1200
25 – 500
500 – 12500
7000 – 50000

High Range
>1500
>1200
>500
>12500
>50000
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As Table 2 shows, relating bacteria levels to potential pipe damage is part science, part experience,
and, in many cases, still part engineering judgment based on experience. For example:
1. The higher the numbers in Table A, the higher the potential for damage- in most cases.
2. HAB bacteria are not typically critical in MIC evaluation. This is a general water bacteria level
count only and could relate to poor chlorination but likely does not relate to pipe damage
potential.
3. SLYM bacteria create biofilm (sludge) but this is not in itself a big issue in sprinkler systems as
it can typically be washed away with regular system flushing. An exception is if water solids
are high creating severe tuberculation which could create inorganic obstructive growth (or
tubercles). SLYM bacteria also assist in the growth of the other bacteria types that do cause
pipe destructions and obstructions of concern- through an anaerobic and aerobic interaction
that typically has to occur.
4. The main concern is typically the IRB, SRB, and APB bacterial counts. But, as shown, these
may fluctuate greatly between systems and, even system test points in a single system.
5. “Trace” indicates no significant growth occurred during incubation. This can results in a
question about sample contamination.
As mentioned, test kits are only a part of determining if MIC exists and potential action plans. Visual
confirmation alone of microbial corrosion also is not truly possible. However, several common
indications are typically seen in the majority of all cases. These are as follows:
•

Pipe leaks occur as conical-shaped “pinholes” with a larger interior hole diameter. These can
appear anywhere in the pipe but are usually seen at pipe threads or interior weld seams. They
also appear to be more frequently seen at approximately the “11 o’clock” and “1 o’clock” points
on a pipe- the area where trapped air and water may mix the most.

•

The interior pipe area where the pinhole leaks are occurring are typically covered with tubercle
growths and/or a orange or brown colored biofilm “sludge.” [See Photo on Page 2]

•

In locations such as malls and high-rise buildings, more frequent MIC-related leaks occur in
the systems that are drained and refilled the most frequently.

Assessment and Treatment
The first step to addressing premature pipe failure is proper analysis of several critical variables.
Many factors specific to each case must be determined. This starts with confirmation of the type(s) of
bacteria involved. While detection and quantifying of bacteria is not difficult with current technology,
analysis of these results is somewhat more complex. It must always be remembered that not all
cases of premature system leaks or interior pipe build-up are the result of bacterial activity. Water
quality, workmanship, and poor materials can also be a cause. In many cases both microbial activity
and water quality play a part in the problem and thus, both must equally be addressed in treatment.
Sprinkler systems also have flow characteristics that are much different than more common industrial
process systems where MIC is typically treated, such as in cooling towers. The consultant chosen to
develop a treatment program must fully understand microbiology and the way in which sprinkler
systems are designed and maintained.
Today’s treatment options are still varied and open to a wide range of interpretation. The chemicals
and injection systems chosen are primarily dependent on the consultant chosen. While several
systems currently installed appear to be effective, there does not appear to be a proven single “best
practice” or system arrangement. It is critical to note that with MIC the problem will not be resolved
with a single treatment or simply pipe replacement. A continuous chemical treatment and/or testing
program must become part of a sites routine preventive maintenance program.
Control systems currently available attempt to kill the related bacteria at the source through biocidal
chemical injection at the sprinkler riser or fire pump suction tank. This is completed to sterilize the
water before it flows deep into system piping where these chemicals may not continuously flow or
may degrade to ineffective levels.
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Treatment usually involves chemicals which are biocides, corrosion inhibitors and/or pH
stabilizers/adjusters. The chosen chemicals should be noncombustible and, as nontoxic as possible.
Testing of these chemicals should also be completed to insure they will not deteriorate pipe coupling
rubbers, sprinkler head orifice caps, or their associated orifice o-rings. Since most sprinkler systems
are installed directly over building occupant work spaces, the effects of interaction between these
chemicals and personnel must also be considered. The effects of water ground-discharge with
chemical additives from fire hydrant, main drain, and alarm testing is also a consideration. Finally, in
some municipalities, the addition of biocidal chemicals into sprinkler systems raises EPA regulatory
concerns. Ultimately, this may require additional system backflow prevention on water supply
sources. This requirement could then critically affect a sites water supply due to the added friction
loss check valves and valves can create. Conduct an additional fire sprinkler system hydraulic
analysis as part of the initial decision process on which treatment option to use whenever backflow
prevention is required.
All testing results and treatment proposals should be submitted to the servicing AXA XL Risk
Consulting office for review and comment.
For more information, refer to the article Microbiologically Influenced Corrosion In Fire Sprinkler
Systems 2 reprinted with permission from SFPE in Appendix A.
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GLOSSARY
Acid Producing Bacteria (APB’s): These can be both aerobic or anaerobic bacteria producing organic
acids which feed SRB growth in colonies.
Aerobic: Bacteria requiring/using oxygen for respiratory activities and metabolization- activity
significantly decreases as oxygen content is lowered.
Anaerobic: Bacteria that do not require oxygen to metabolize- oxygen is toxic.
Autotrophic: Self-sufficient, not requiring outside food sources.
Bacteria: Single celled microscopic organism.
Biocide: Material which is toxic to bacteria.
Biofilm: slime-like matrix composed of a consortium of microorganisms created by bacteria excretions
and serving as a protective film layering.
Boifouling: System contamination with biofilms caused by biological activity.
Colony Forming Unit (cfu): One of several used bacteria quantifying unit measuring cells per colonies
when grown on agar media. These can be converted to predict populations as either cfu/ml for
liquids, or cfu/m2 for surfaces.
Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS): Polymer protective coating of cells which bind water and
chemicals for storage and protection. Material which allows bacteria to “stick” to sprinkler pipe walls.
Facultative anaerobes: Able to function using oxygen when available but primary anaerobic. Also
known as aerotolerant.
In situ: “in side” pipe treatment- allows most systems to remain “in place” during treatment.
Low Nutrient Bacteria (LNB’s):These are primarily aerobic and thrive in areas with low food supplies,
such as potable water reservoirs and stagnant fire pump suction tanks.
Microbe: Microscopic organism.
Sulfur Reducing Bacteria (SRB’s): Typically anaerobic bacteria which “breathe” sulfates as we
breath oxygen’s.” These bacteria “inhale” the oxidized forms of sulfur, sulfate, sulfite, etc., and then
reduce these by adding hydrogen atoms collected from food sources. Thus they produce sulfides by
reducing sulfates and sulfate is their “oxidizing agent.”
Each genera of sulfate reducers act differently. Some with hydrogenase enzymes are capable of
consuming hydrogen. Sulfide is found in iron, copper, nickel, zinc and lead.
Sulfur Oxidizing Bacteria’s (SOB’s): Typically aerobic bacteria which oxidize sulfite and sulfides to
H2SO4.
Iron Related Bacteria (IRB’s): These are primarily aerobic and precipitate iron compounds- forming
nodules by accumulating iron.
Iron Oxidizing bacteria (IOB’s): These oxidize iron from a ferrous state to a ferris state or, manganous
to manganic ions.
Tubercles: Raised/protruding incrustations formed on interior pipe walls by microbial activity and
cellular EPS.
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